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Tickets are noo on sale in
TH16 for iteekendCo-Rae’s
deep ReR fishing trip April 28.
Only 30 seats will be sold. Tickets will cost $41.30 for the boat,
and an extra $1.50 for a rod and
reel OW. $1 for a fishing license.
Students must buy the boat ticket. but are not obligated to buy
the tackle or license. if already
secured.
No. 93
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’Pull
Out of UN’ 7th St. Decision Draws Near;
Council To Consider
New Voting Rights Declares Jarvis Campus Petition Circulates
ines in council. If approved by the
council it will be passed on to the
voters.
"We hope to be able to call a
special election for the constitution
change before the regularly scheduled one for fall officers." Diridon
said.

consider toStudent Council will
constitution change
y a proposed
will make class presidents
or membeis of the Student
net!, accenting to Rod Diridon,
Flt reasurer.
The const it ution change, submitthe form of a resolution by
tires of the class council,
out of a symposium held reparticipants in the symposium
Pres.
luded ela.ss officers. ASB
vice
nt Davis, Bill Hauck, ASB
’dent, and Diridon.
According to the prop os ed
e, the class presidents shall’
voting members of the council
t shall be exempt from cotmcii
Mee work.
Class presidents shall also be real to form a committee to
as a communicating body ben the Student Council and
respective classes."
Further, "Minimum goals of the
should be established and
forth by the council."
The resolution notes the "poial value of class government
the failure of student governto develop this potential to
greatest extent."
Following discussion in today’s
mil meeting, the resolution will
sent to the constitution and bycommittee for further inveslion, according to Diridon.
After corning out of committee,
resolution must have two read-

’Hollowness
Speech Topic
Of Dr. Good

Businessmen
Student
F e owships

Open

The day alien San Jitse will become noted for research drew nearer yesterday at the luncheon-meeting of the college cooperation committee of the Greater San Jose
Chamber of Commerce and college officials in the cafeteria.
The committee, made up of San
Jose businessmen, has been working with college officials in initiation student research fellowship
grants.
Paul Baracker, chairman of the
college cooperation committee am]
local merchant, said that the ft’]
lowships will help bring SJS "into
competition with any major research center in the U.S."
Dr. John T. Wahlquist, president of SJS. said that the campy-"can’t duplicate the University ot
California." But. President Wahlquist said, research is necessary
"If we are to have the best
teachers."
The object of the fellowship,
I Baracker said, is to make it possible for professors and post-gradtiate students to undertake research projects. Funds for the research will he provided by interested merchants, industries and
civic organizations.
The program, which will start in
the fall semester, has as its goal
40 research fellowship grants.
Representatives from the San Jose
Disabled Veterans assn. presented
a grant of $2500 to he used within
a five-year period to the committee. The veterans group said the
money is to he used in the social
science for research on "Americanism."

Dr. Edwin Good, assistant probesot of religion at Stanford, will
th "A Response to Human FIolam" tonight in a program presented by the United Campus
Christian ministry at 7:30 in the
amps Christian center, 300 S.
Oth at.
Professor Good is in charge of
pedal programs in humanities at
tanford. His talk will respond to
sant group examinations of "holhwriess" in man, culture and
church.
Professor Good is a grarluate ef
Westminster college, Pa., and ti
tin Theolagica I seminary, N.Y. It.
Ne,"ived a Ph.D. from Columbi ,
_iniversity. He is presently gener,
riaor of the Nt’estminster
ot the first
to the Bible.
Harvey Shaffer,
The talk, the first of a series, members of San Jose State’s securJI he open to the public. Vesper ity force, died in a San Jose hos*ices ,try, :,,.ne.sle it it 7 pm. pital Monday night, following 7+
short illness. He was 69.
A long-time San Jose resident tel
387 N. 16th St.., Shaffer started
as a janitor at S.’S in 1945. He
transferred to the campus security
force at its inception R year later
A member of the California Stat,,
i’mployees assn., Shaffer retired
month ago, after 17 years at 5.15
a biography
Shaffer is survived by his wif.
Emma Goldman, anarchist who
Emma S. Shaffer. and a datightet.
:val from 1690 to 1940, will be
reMrs. Jean Schoff, also of San Jose.
level by Dr. James E.
Watson.
late professor of political KiServices will be tomorrow at. 3
tt(’ and edueation,
chapel,
today at the p.m. at Williams funeral
2’30 honk talk in rooms A and San Jose. Private interment will
BO the cafeteria
follow at Oak Hill Memorial Park.
’1’s many of her sympathizers,
he was the most
famous and most
Ilforate radical of
the day," Dr.
Watsan said.
’To many of her enemies, inAlig FBI Chief .1. Edgar !Plover
Ind immigration
SAN JOSE (UM Intel national
offielals. Emma
rc)laman wasii
dangerous v man Business Machines corp. today resto was
detrimental to the wel- vealed plans for a $1 million pure
fare of the
nation, and who should research center to be built in the
114’’’ been deported." he added.
Almaden hills southwest of San
Dr. Watson said the author, Jose.
Richard Drinnon
IBM said the center will employ
formerly of the
I’llirPNIVnf California History de- 250 scientists, educators and techkriment, b;),, written
a provelea- nicians in bask. rmeareh. The firm
ti! hirt2l’aphy of "4.1 woman who tried to arrange to build the lab.
‘.’41k2agerl the sorial, political and oratories in Mountain View several
"ellectual ennvietions of
Ameri- months ago, but residents of the
eln’ from 1890’s to
1940."
area fought the plans.

Retired SJS Officer
Dies After Illness

r. Watson Reviews

’Rebel in Paradise’
In Book Talk Today

Research Center
Planned by IBM

it %% maid be the height of ig- edlleittekil, Jars is SRA
was opnorance and stupidity for the posed to it for two reasons. Oned As the Seventh St. issue nears neck in traveling between classes. of Student Council will visit camBill Hauck, ASH vice president, pus living groups through tomorUnited States to join the Common that it is an attempt to get Amer.! decision by the San Jose city counMarket," Howard Jarvis, told the lean education under UNESCO, cil, SJS students have been given said the petition, already circu- row to explain the background of
Spartan Daily in an interview yes- (United Nations Educational, Sci- opportunities to back the street lating in the dormitories, will be the Seventh st. controversy and obterday.
entific and Cultural Organization), closing by signing a petition drawn presented to the city council at its tain signatures for the petition,
up and circulated by Student Monday meeting to support the
"Tough conservative" Jarvis,
City Councilmen Robert Welch
Council.
college contention that Seventh at.
who is seeking the Republican
should be closed to traffic. The and George Siegfried, supporters
nomination for the United States
The petition encourages the
of the street closing, will attend
Senate, declared. "the Common
emergency closing of the street council, previously deadlocked in today’s Student Council meeting
Market is a cartel (monopoly),
a
3-3
vote
on
closing,
awaits
the
during hours of instruction, showat 2:30 in the College Union to
which in the U.S. is a felony and
ing the present traffic conditions tie-breaking vote of City Council- clarify the issue.
people are jailed for it.
a.s hazardous, noisily distracting in man Parker Hathaway.
Councilman Robert Doerr, who
"The Common Market will lead
teaching conditions and a bottleRepresentatives and executives has opposed the street closing, will
us to the ’Common cooley," Jarvis
be on campus to address the Demmaintained. "If we joined," he
ocratic club this afternoon, and it
said, "it would be only for their
is hoped he will also attend the
benefit and not for ours."
Student Council meeting.
When asked about an attempt
to bribe him out of the senatorial’
BEFORE CITY COUNCIL
race, Jarvis stated that it wasn’t
City Manager A. P. Hamann preexactly a bribe, just a high presdicts that the Seventh st. issue will
sure persuasion job.
be con: .lered in his report at ap"I think we should get out of ,
proximo
5 p.m. Monday in
If recommendations passed by a ’scheduled."
the United Nations instantly," Jarcouncil wambers at city hall, First
special committee studying "Dead
"Co-curricular activities" is invis declared later in a speech
and Mission sts.
Day" are approved, students may terpreted by the committee to in sponsored by the SJS Young ReHOWARD JARVIS
have one day prior to final exam- elude all social functions, athletic
publican club. "We’re just paying
Hauck will be present to speak
. . . senate candidate ination.s free of all classes and ac- events, cultural affairs, lectures Ifor Student Council and Pres. John
the bill for these freeloaders." the
and "in short all activities of every T. Wahlquist is expected to att ivities.
Los Angeles industrialist heatedly
which is working to the detriment
exclaimed.
tend in behalf of the college adminThe committee, consisting of ad- description."
On the three days before final istration.
Commenting on federal aid to of the United States. Two, that ministration, faculty and student
’it is an attempt to pot a fraud representatives, met recently and exams, "instructors will not be
According to Hauck, Panhellenic
over on the people when it is ex- made recommendations that will permitted to schedule ’mid-term’
plained that no federal control he passed on to the president’s examinations and/or require sub- and Interfraternity council will be
mission of major work papers and, asked to delay the dinner hour in
goes with it. "The Federal govern- council.
, sororities and fraternities Monday
’mend is not going to dole out the
Under the present scheduling. or Projects.The recommendation also !m.o.,. so that members may attend the
, money and just walk away from finals begin on a Thursday with
sides for the rigid enforcement ofleitY council meeting. He believes
it," Jarvis said.
classes held until Wednesday, the
quiet hours in all college living’ an orderly demonstration of stuTaking another firm1’
stand, Jar- day before finals,
dent interest would support the
"Dead centers during "Dead Day."
vis maintained that the House UnIf approved, the first
Members of the committee in !American Activities Committee
I Day" will be held in the fall 1962 eluded Dr. Harrison Heath of e,
and the McClellan Committee semester.
-r.
ant,
$1182
amination committee, Richer !
should be strengthened to give
been awarded to Dr. Peter KM’S- I a wider base for investigation.
Specifically, the recommendation Smith of faculty council; Dr. Stantenbaum, associate professor ofl"Less than one per cent of wit- states. "On the Monday, Tuesday ley Benz, dean of students; Brent
"The Fool’s Flop," feat tiring
philosophy, in support of his work nesses are now testifying before and Wednesday immediately prior Davis. ASH president: and student
Mike Brandt and the Cliffs will
on a book on the scientific nature: these committees," the Republican l to the scheduled final examinations representatives Boh Pisario. Sandi
headline tonight’s Co-Rec program
I no ro-currieular activities shall be Rewak and Margie Yamamoto.
of existentialism,
candidate stated.
in the women’s gym at 7:30.
"People that scream about .
Included in the two grants are
$953 from the Social Science Re- rights never say a word about
Volleyball, itadminton, shuffle
search council and $229 from the grand jury system," he said.
board and quiet games are a few
only time a question is rat :
SJS Small Grants program.
of the events to be offered.
The professor claims existential- atatill the committee’s is wit,
The Cliffs will offer rock and
bet methods of research and the Communists are involved," Ja,
roll selections. Brandt, a guitarist.
existentialist theory of man pro- maintained.
has appeared at Tom and Larry’s
Speaking against the Social S.
vide a far more adequate theoretpizza parlor in San Jose,
ical basis for psychology and the malty, Jarvis called it. "The big.
a’
was
for
the
need
board
that
yesterPres. John T. Wahlquist
social sciences than the physical gest steal of the working man’s
Then
State Finance Direc- largely "psychological."
and mathematical models in use at money in history. This is partly day notified
r
mused, "After 100 yea,
Champ
due," he said. "because of the tor Hale Champion that SJS offi- Champion
present.
disappointed" people will come and pay to see
"extremely
are
cials
since
dollar
drop
in
value
of
the
Dr. Koestenbaum feels it is time
public works board’s ("Swayback Hall"), like the lean
that the behavioral sciences stop the program was started." Also, by the state
total funds for ing tower of Pisa.
imitating physics, mathematics and he maintained that the Social Se- refusal to provide
and remodeling of the
eSwavhark Hall" received its
chemistry, and that they develop curity rate will have to either the repair
central wing of the college library. name when it was closed last fall
t’’if I
"The
eria philosophical foundation uniquely rise to 15 per cent of your salary.
The board, which had already al - after reinforced concrete floors had enee on Pei ,onal-Sociai. Heterothe law repealed, or the program
their own
in November to shore developed sags up to 2:14 inches in sexual and Maternal Behavior in
He said he believes that. in will go bankru pt. "These are the lot cal $85,000
up "Swayback Hall," declined to the 22-foot spans between support- Monkeys" will he discussed by Dr.
:istentialism significant clues can only alternatives," he declared.
Janis is the fifth of a series approve another $79,730 for the ing columns. After severe crack- Harry F. Harlow. University of
found to this new necessary
work Monday.
ing and vibrations had occurred. Wisconsin professor of psychology,
....indation for the behavioral sd- of "Meet the Candidate" sponThe need for more funds devel- books were removed to the north Friday at 8 p.m. in Concert Hall,
sored by the SJS Young Repub.
when bids opened by the state and south wings of the library.
enEat:ly and promising results of lb-tans. The next speaker will he oped
Professor Harlow. winner of the
last month uncovered a low offer
The circulation and reference Warren medal in 1956, has been
the existentialist approach to sei_ State Senator Richard Dowlig,
repairs$96.once can be seen in the burgeoning IR-Redwood City), candidate for of $274.500 for the
desks. main card catalogue and on the psychology faculty of the
000 in excess of available funds.
of existential psychiatry, the pro- the Republican nomination for ateducation reference room were Madison school since 1930.
Dave Keller of the state legislaforney general, according to Bill
lessor said.
the north wing.
to reference
transferred
was
room The
science
social
the
told
had
office
! nye analyst’s
He earned a B.A. in 1927 and a
Dr. Koestenbaum contends simi- Pollacek, YR president.
Ph.D. in 1930 at Stanford univertar and even more dramatic admoved to the south wing.
es(hs
drnam a
1 sservedeareh
ee
as chief
te f thoef
vances can be made in applying
President Wahlquist’s letter stet -1 Sit y,
ces
existentialism to the behavioral scied that the college closed the three- human
ences in general.
I floor section at the direction of the! Army.
slate college chancellor to insure
His talk, open to students, far.
safety during any necessary tests!
AMERICA cAt.t.s FOR .ci: %sit ACTION.
and the public, is sponsored
nd preliminary work by the state.’ ultY
GENEVA (UPI) The United States yesterday called for crash daivision of architecture prior to !by psychology department and the
action to check the possible outbreak of nuclear war while the 17- letting a ethotnatrasict
college lecture committee in eoncontract,
funds are junction with the National Science
nation arms conference works on long range plans for general and:
complete disarmament. US. Secretary of State Dean Rusk, in his not apparently forthcoming." Pres- foundation and the American Psyfinal address to the conference before leaving for home, asked urgent ident Wahlquist wrote. "possible p, cholgY assn.
use of the center library is prob.
agreement on: An end to production of all fissionable material for
lematical. Large areas of acousINC in nuclear weapons; a system of observation posts and other tical tile and floor tile have bee"
checks to -reduce the risk of war by accident, miscalculation and removed.
Laurence Olivier assumes three surprise attack."
"It
*not feasible to ask for st1!
roles- .actor, producer and direcerationally necessary partitior
ALGIERS STRIKE POSES NEW THREAT
torfor "Richard III." Shakechanges as long as the pcesibilit,
Rook of Versos unALGIERS, Algeria (UM - European settlers of Oran called a of extensive repair work remains ’
speare’s history of the hunchbacked
derneath the hough/ A
yesterauthority
French
against
demonstrations
and
strike
general
bruhis
reign
of
English king and
He also mentioned the inefficient
loaf of bread, a jug 1.1
tality and crime in medieval Eng- day, protesting the killing and wounding of more than 250 persons decentralized operation caused 1,
oine and an Ernst
violence
of
the
type
new
threatened
protest
in
Algiers
Monday.
The
land.
the lack of a central ronnectin.:
Oval Stripe tie ht.1,1.
The color film will be shown as that turned Algiers into a city of horror.
unit.
me In the wilderness,
tomorrow’s classic film piesentaHe said that library plans have
Oh, Ernst, Were that
rtioNuizt nr.rms MILITARY’S DEMAND
tion at 3:30 p.m. at Concert Hall
been made on the basis of assur’,nu were around rrn
and again at 7 p.m. in Morris
BUENOS AIRES (UPI( President Arturo Frondizi defied a ances that the improvements could
neck. Enow! (You can
Dailey etalitorium.
military demand for his resignation early yesterday as one army gen- and should be made.
get your Vertical stripe
Also featured in the’ film are eral threatened to force him out of office through open revolt. Former
"To call the project off SIMPI
at 114/A for ’1.50 WOBt!)
John Gielgtid. Claire Bloom and President Pedro E. Aramburti, a retired general whom Frondizi had because costs have exceeded experCeelrie Hardwielte.
called in as a mediator, handed the president a letter at midnight t a firms seems unthinkable tinder
The Flint combines It term t ore’, saying that "in the name of constitutional order, the nation asks your he
id,rnetiiroctnimosftnontei’resi. Fthraiirytthehrmherinien-1
history, pageantry and politics to noble resignation." "T have not resigned nor will I resign." Fronditi
ROOS
give a serial portraiture of England replied. "I do not resign." The firm reply by Frondizi brought an , is absolutely necessary." the presiIn the time of Richard III.
Immediate threat to oust him by force.
dent concluded.
IN

’Dead Day’ Designed
To Allow Free Time

Prof Receives
Cash Grants
For Research

o-Rec Tonight

’Swayback Hall’s’ Sag
To StayNo Money

Psych Prof Harlow
To Speak Friday

world wire

Classic Film
To Feature
’Richard
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1SPARTAN DAILY

Thrust and Parry

Editorial

A Matter of Principle
An unhappy event occurred yesterday which the Spartan
Daily hopes will not happen again.
At approximately 111 Mau. yesterday, two members of a campus political organization entered the Daily office and. with the
fullest disregard for the confidence of a newspaper office. pro(veiled to use its facilities without permission.
While one used the telophone, the other went through on
of the editors’ desks, searching for a letter he had written to
Thrust and Parry which had not yet been published. All this
occurred in full view of several staff members who also were in
the office at that time and who protested their action but to no
avail.
We call this incident to the attention of readers of the Daily
because it directly concerns the trust placed in us by our sources,
namely, the administration, facult and student body, whether it
be letters to Thrust and Parry or other information received in
confidence.
The important point is not that certain members of a cercommitted the violation. but that a fundamentain organizat.
tal principle of journalism was wantonly ignored.
students to rumSurely, faculty members would not per
mage through their desks or otherwise infringe on their trust,
trifling or important as the case may be:-Nor would anyone with
a sense of ethics permit such an occurrence to violate the confidence of another.
A hat is equally important, however, is that these students
with an apparent interest in politics should show such disrespect %hen. eventually. they must practice what they preach.
It is an unfavorable reflection on themselves, their organiza- LC).
tion and student politic,.

Angelo serves
only the best
cuts of beef
FAMOUS
$1.13 DINNER
STEAK

Visit Our
Lariat Room
Tonight!

And that
ain’t no
bull!

Were Algerians
Ever Helped?
? am,.
’ Those %Alio lia%c tortured DIP
had no right to humiliate the
human being as they have physically done to me and morally
to themselves!"
This was salt by a young Algerian student, Djamila Souhired, who represents the heroism of the Algerian people.
This is how the dramatic situation appeared in Algeria in
the last 7’)(4 years war. A people
struggled and suffered in order
to reserve their human dignity
and their freedom on one side
and so-called "democratic.and
civilized" nations suppressed this
high aspiration of freedom by
any means and burying at the
same time its own principles and
democratic tradition, if there
are any.
Algeria has been at war
against the French colonialism
and imperialism since Nov. 1,
1954.
Until March 18, 1962, France
had not realized or, more exactly. had not wanted to realize
that the era of colonialism of
exploitation of people, was gone
forever.
If France should recognize,
she should know that the Algerian people wrote gloriously
the history of their struggle by
the sacrifice of their lives. On
March 19, 1962, history did
judge them. All of us now know
that they got their independence.
The last figures given by a
San Francisco story on the loss
of life is 600,000 dead and 400,000 wounded from the Algeria
side.
Now the question is: "Did the
United States government ever
help to stop bloodshed and help
defend the freedom of the Algerian people?" The answer to
this question should be answered
by the American people.
I conclude this little message
by saying that the Algerian
war is not more than one step
of the future accomplished of
the Arab world. And as the
Arab world today celebrating
the independence of Algeria to-

morrow they will celebrate the
independence of Palestine as an
beAral) state as it used to
fore 1948.
AU Vous,If Elul, l’resid. lit
Arali.isavriran

on Campus
Disgracing GOP’
Editor:
I would like to tell the readers
of the Spartan Daily that the
YR’s on this campus are disgracing the Republican party of
America.
I am going to quote and paraphrase some of the ideas of the
Young Republicans of Harvard.
In their magazine of political
opinion, "Advance," the Harvard
YR’s (whom I accept as genuine
conservatives and as my intellectual equals) say that Barry
Goldwater should be expelled
from any policy-making position
within the Republican party.
The Harvard YR’s also say
that Republicans should disassociate themselves from the John
Birch society (Nixon had enough
sense to take their advice).
Also, Republicans should stop
acting like obstructionists by
trying to defeat the social legislation of the Democrats.
Continuing, "to use a baseball
analogy, the Republicans are trying to wear out the Democrats
by watching them run around
all those bases."
Students should not make the
mistake of equating the SJS
YR’s with the national Republican party.
I hope the sincere and respectable conservatives on this campus will purify their ranks.
The extremists must go back
to SAC and leave the Young
Republicans open to honest, determined and sensible students.
Rkbard Rubacher
ASB 14207

Inaction Dismays
S.J. Businessman
Editor:
As a long-time businessman
and resident of San Jose, I was
dismayed and completely dumbfounded at the inaction shown
at the city council meeting last
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THE PERFECT GIFT
for the man who already
HAS a watch
to keep him on -the -minute for appointments
to time speeches, his own or the other fellow’s
to head him home on time

GIRARD PERREGAUX
Fine Watches Sin,

By PHIL NEWSOM
UPI Foreign News Analyst
KARACHI, West Pakistan
The Arabian sea leaps at the
doorstep of Karachi and the
desert presses upon its back.
Formerly, it was the capital
of Pakistan, most of whose got’.
ernment activities now have
been transferred to Rawalpindi
in the north where the surroundings and the climate are more
hospitable.
Camel and donkey carts pick
their way through crowded Karachi streets, competing with
gaily decorated, three-wheeled
taxicabs which will go almost
anywhere in the city for two
rupees, a little more than 40
cents.
Within sight of the modern

. . . when it comes to
Artists’ Supplies . . .
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Gift for the executive whose time is
valuable. I ,me in an,i ler us show you just how
this remarkable watch gets him places on the dor,
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Metropole hotel, a snake charmer sits cross-legged on the street
and hypnotizes a cobra with his
music. New multiple dwellings
crowd ancient mosques and
reach out toward the waterlogged mud flats close to the
sea.
MODERN WORLD
In the 15 years since independence, Karachi has grown
from a city of around 300,000
to more than two million. It is
the hub of Pakistan’s efforts to
lift itself by the bootstraps, with
considerable U.S. assistance, and
join the modern world.
The job is a big one.
"Pakistan has to run fast
just to keep up with itself," one
experienced American remarked.
But progress is being made.
A new oil refinery outside KaDiehl is on the way to completion and a $150 million steel mill
is in the works.
New dams are being built for
power and irrigation. Pakistan
is a thirsty land, with an inadequate supply of water one of
Its chief problems.
New schools are going up to
relieve national illiteracy which
now stands at more than 80 per
cent.
There is through Pakistan a
sense of urgency, typified by a
message which tops the entrance
to a new science school. It says:
"Enter to learn, go forth to
serve."
TERRITORY DIVIDED
More than 1000 miles of India
separates West and East Pakistan.
There has been unrest in East
Pakistan whose tea and jute exports provide the nation with
most of its foreign exchange.
East Pakistan speaks Bengali
In West Pakistan, the language
is Urdu. Most Pakistan civil
servants and members of the
army come from West Pakistan.

week on the Seventh St. issue.
During my 20 years as a businessman lien’, I cannot recall
one instance where the college
bus made an important request
such as the closing of Seventh
at. from the city. But I du recall
the millions uf dollars of support the college has given to the
city of San Jose in the form of
student and faculty expenditures.
Education at San Jose State
College is still the city’s major
industry. It is time the city
wakes up to this fact and recognizes the college’s needs. The
balking councilmen are penalizing the students by delaying action on the issue, using it as
wedge to obtain more money
from the state for its street improvement program. However,
when the need is there, it should
be met immediately- not on the
present "if" basis as specified
by the councilmen.
I say bravo to the students of
your school on their efforts. As
a San Jose businessman, I extend to you my full support.
Rene "Bill" Manstnt
Manager, San Jose GEM store
Fortner Manager, Kay Jewelers

Student Disputes
Profs’ Superiority
Editor:
Re Professor Guth’s tirade on
March 22 about "some selfrighteous ignoramus spreading
insinuations about people who
are morally and intellectually
their superiors."
Really, Professor Guth, are
"people . . . morally and intellectually (our) superiors" when
they engage in some rather unseemly and dubious activity.
Such as: Commending the rioting students at San Francisco
City Hall in May, 1960, with a
paid advertisement in the San
Jose Mercury: spending three
hours of class time attacking
the House Committee on UnAmerican Activities: referring to
conservatives as "f ascist s,"
Strom Thurmond as dishonest
and Abdel Nasser as the "world’s
greatest statesman:" suggesting
new and sophisticated ways
(such as unilateral disarmament) for the United States to
surrender to the Communists;
and last, but not least, spending
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an hour ielewing one iii I he
smuttiest books ever published.
Yes, the professois should be
OW’ moral and intellectual superiors. but it is precisely for
the reason that in nuiny east":
they are not that a growing
number of students on campus
are asking fur this guidance and
leadership.
Richard IRUMIll
ASH A4619
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Out in the Open’

to be made. let’s
have t

Edlter:
1clio ’is out to desti,,y the
Young Republicans?" Is it the
Communist party? Is it Norman
Thomas? It it Alfred E. Newman?

open. If there are an
let’s count them mates
pri...i,,1ly f,14i
publicans.
T.
I,
ASH Ali,s;

Did You Say Typewriters?
We’ve got ’ern!
New, used and rental Muhl/v.’s
Fully guaranteed
Free parking and delivery
Special student rotes

10.2161111,541"
124 E. San Fernando

"We’re neat to Ca/ Book"

cy 31111

MODERN OFFICE MACHINES CO.

McCLELLAN AIR FORCE BASE
at SCARAMENTO, CALlfr.A:,
CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
for
ELECTRICAL & ELECTRONIC I.. \
ass35 to $6345 Per Annum)
ADMINISTRATIVE l’HAI
($4345 to $535.5 Per Annum)
McClellan has a continuing requirement for a large number
of Electrical and Electronic Engineers.
Administrative Trainee Positions are in such fields as the
following:
LOGISTICS St PP( till
DIGITALlilt 110)4.1:1 \I \II \(;

\I I(

HI 111.1 I \11511\1:-1 It 51111 \
1411)Di (All I \ \I \\ 51.1 511 \ I
TECHNICAL
".1
I
ACCOL :\ I I \t.
Applications are being accepted from students who will
receive their Bachelors or Masters Degree by June, 1962.
U. S. Civil Service Procedures Apply
U. S. Citisenship Required
A recruiting representative will be at the campus for
PERSONAL INTERVIEWS ON 2 APRIL 1962
Consult your Placement Office for further details and to arrange to,
interview appointments.
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- DIIVE-111 MEATH
Pint al Aim
FREE CAR HEATERS
ONE-TWO -THREE
James Cagney & Parnala Tiffin
PICNIC
William Holden & K1rn Novak
JOE DOKOTA

Alma & Almaden
JOURNEY TO THE 7111 PLANET
GUNS OF THE BLACK WITCH
VISIT TO ANOTHER PLANET
with Jerry Lewis

TROPICAIRE
TWIN-RifDRIVE IN
396 South First
WALK ON THE WILD SIDE
With Lawrence Nervy &
Barbara Stanwyck

1NSUR A II t

PAY BY THE MONTH
AUTO INSURANCE

TAKE A STUDY
BREAK AND SEE
A MOVIE!

I A 5 5 SANTA CLARA AI

NORTH SCREEN
BATTLE GROUND
GO FOR BROKE
SOUTH SCREEN
WAR OF THE WORLDS
TIME MACHINE
RETURN OF SHRINKING MAN
RETURN OF THE FLY

We insure preferred, standard.
and sub -standard risks.
AT LOW RATES

A FOX WEST COAST THEATRE

’WILLIAM HOLDEN CLIFTON WEBB
’-SATAN
NEVER
SLEEPS

KEY
Insurance Exchange
For estimate or interview coil
ROSS BEAUDOIN
CY 5-1159 or CY 4-6269

C..4^4c001F

r

e,

Also at FOX
THE BROKEN LAND
with Kent Taylor

1433 The Alameda

FRANCE NUTEN
Aso 0 MOONLIGHT
THE INNOCENTS

ARATOGA 13)r,

73060
TOW NE CY
400 South First

THE

FESTIVAL_
WINNER CANNES
NOMINEI
ACADEMY AWARD
BEST ACTRESS
acm, I Lr0,,,.....1
Sophia 19114111.

TONIGHT’S
I k
NIGHT

ARTISTS’ SUPPLIES
PICTI’RE FRAMES
PAINTS & WALLPAPERS
2 Stores
112 So. 2nd St.
CY 2-1447
Valley Fair Shopping Center

"Solid
entertainment!"
-

100

"SI VI

a.

AWFUL -AWFUL
I7141) SOUTH 1st ST
CY FIRM

4,14

Also. THE HAPPY ’THIEVES

I PI

a^,1
THE TRUMPET

$5.

,

p

Also, DENTIST IN THE CHAIR

,v4h

Ft.s4,01

lvq,^dR,

--....111111111111111111

Supreme Court Favors
State Reapportionment

ti.ons
,
ire any 14,
instead
111.1

Pilot
nannuammi
erS?

.ry
CT 3S113

n, soiCtIAN ISINNION
WASitiN;GTON
motes comity has one state
intersenator to represent the
or its four million citizens.
The California counties of
have
!tar, Mono and Alpine also
in the state legislasenator
Line
hire But their combined popuis only 14.014.
By its precedent -shattering
ma/lessee decision Monday, the
es. Supreme Court ruled in
effect that Los Angeles county
citizens, or residents of other
same problem,
cities with the
cag go to 1 federal court to seek
letter repirsentation.
Today. from Georgia in the
South to Wyoming in the West,
citizens groups were making
plans to take advantage of the
court’s decision.
They believed that a moment
A truth might be at hand for
state legislatures which long
have been dominated by rural
interests at the expense of the
big cities and population centers.
It also was obvious the ruling
could have a long-range effect
on the national political scene,
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Astronaut Glenn
Says He’s Happy
To Exchange Info
Tex. (UPI.
Astronaat John Glenn said yesterday that he would be happy
to exchange information with
Russia’s too astronauts if it
could be arranged. He added,
however, that he is not campaigning for any such exchange.
Glenn was the first American
to orbit the earth.
"Our space flight was open,"
Glenn said. "We had nothing to
hide and we conducted the space
flights with all the world watching us."
U. Col Glenn and two other
astronauts, Capt. Virgil Gus
Grissom and Maj. Donald Deke
Slayton. held a news conference
in
yesterday. They arrived
Houston Monday night to talk
to Apollo and Gemini Project
engineers at the National Aeronautical Space Adminlstration’s
moon-shot laboratory.
President Kennedy proposed
that the United States and Russia work together in the "peaceful exploration" of space and
exchange information. Russian
Premier Nikita Khrushchev sent
back word that he favors such
an exchange.
Russia sent astronauts Yuri
Gagarian and Gherman Titov
on orbital flights around the
earth before Glenn made the
first orbital flight for the United Slates.
"I ;ilaays would be happy to
exchange information with the
Russian space pilots if such a
than o.ntd he arranged," Glenn

Alpha Phi, Sig Ep
To Sponsor Dance
A far, fit street dance and
spaghetIi dinner will be held
Sunday !rum 4:30-6:30 p.m. at
the Alpha Phi sorority house,
210 S, loth St.
Proeeed. from the event will
le donated to the Santa Clara
county Heart assn. by Alpha
Phi and Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity, c.t-sponsors.
Admission to the dinner-dance
Ls 73 cents.
Liie music for the dance will
he supplied by the "Tornados,"
Sig Ep.t. own band. The dance
%ill he held next to the Alpha
Phi house on San Antonio st, between gall and 11th slit.
Cischaiimen of the benefit
are Pete McGrath
and Jan Connor, members of the
fraternity
lint

v, eili the Iaanociats
always
strong in the big cities ruining
out ahead.
As one veteran political obserVer put it. more big city representation in state legislatures
would give urban Democratic
leaders a bigger voice in the
state government. This could affect reapportionment of congressional districts.
The high court’s ruling was a
matter for rejoicing for those
who have bitterly opposed rural
control of state legislatures, a
system that dates back almost
to the beginnings of America.
RAISIN MANY MISGIVINGS;
But it also raised many misgivings among those who felt the
Supreme Court was stepping
into a field where it did not belong. Some described it as an
unconstitutional in
of
states’ rights.
What the court did was this:
It ruled that a federal court can
decide whether the constitutionat rights of 11 Tennessee citizens
have been violated because they
are not duly represented in the
rurally controlled legislature.
One of those involved in the
suit was Mayor Hen West of
Nashville, who has often claimed
that a bunch of pigs in Moore
county had better representation
in the Tennessee legislature than
the citizens of Nashville and Davidson county.
For the court’s 6-2 majority,
Justice William J. Brennan jr.
wrote that "the question here is
the consistency of state action
with the federal constitution."
In a concurring opinion, Justice Tom C. Clark cited the remark of Chief Justice John Rutledge 176 years ago that "a chief
function of the court Is to secure national rights."
Clark said that the court’s decision "supports the proposition
for which our forbears fought
and many died; namely, that ’to
be fully conformable to the
principle of right, the form of
government must be representative.’"
FRAN KE, I RTER DISSENTS
But in a dissenting opinion,
Justice Felix Frankfurter declared that the ruling "in effect
. . empowers the courts of the
country to devise what should
constitute the proper composition of the legislatures of the 50
states,"
Rep. Emanuel Celler, chairman of the House judiciary committee, summed up much of the
favorable reaction with this
comment:
"This is the most far-reaching
decision since the 1954 desegregation decision. I think it is the
most comforting decision to
come down in a long time. It
will make a tremendous difference in states where legislatures
are guilty of foul conduct, and
I use the word foul advisedly,
like in New York.
"It means that where injustice has been done we can get
relief, and that everybody’s vote
will be equal."
In Celler’s home state of New
York. eight million people in
New York City elect 90 members of the state assembly. In
tip-state New York, seven million people elect 118 representatives.
The court, in its decision,
made no suggestion as tel how
state legislatures should reapportion to guarantee equality
among cities and towns.
But Washington attorney
Charles S. Rhyne, who argued
for the Tennessee. voters in the
high court, said he believed the
state legislatures now would go
ahead and reapportion as a result of the decision.
He said that no legislature
ever has flouted a Supreme
Court decision. And he also said
that the remedies which state
legislatures themselves might
devise would perhaps not he as
drastic as what might happen
as the result of a law suit in a
federal mita.
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GOLF RATES
To SJ5 FACULTY & STUDENTS
MONDAY THRU FRIDAY

$1.00

SATURDAY, SUNDAY & HOLIDAYS
it")
Pom t I A0 to I PM
y.1
P 0 to 1 P 0
I no
AFTER 2 P M

PLEASANT HILLS GOLF CLUB

’PET
rotb’t

NEAR STORY ROAD
SOUTH WHITE ROAD
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HOUSE OF RECORDS
Starts Today, Wednesday, for All Students

Yearly Annual SALE
MONO & STEREO
R.C.A.

NOW

Reg,
5.98

389

4.98
keg.

CAPITOL
COLUMBIA
BROADWAY
SHOWS

489

NOW

6.98
5.98

549

4’9

389

4.98

UP to 40% OFF
11:! JAll and FOLK MUSIC
Foakway
Electra

Pacific Jazz
Atlantic
many more

Bargdiri
lip

Tcibk
to

Is

$5.93

LoodrA
NOW

With Values
All Are

98c to 5298
HOUSE OF RECORDS
Corner of Third & San Fernando
OPEN 10:30 A.M. TO 9:30 P.M. DAILY
P.S. (We’re Open Sunday, April lsf, for Our Wonderful Sale)

By DPU CHALL8ERG
Society Editor

1

Spartans everywhere on ramp,. are g:ioy planiuir; sir.;
lions and diligently choosing a variety of officers, candidates and
representative, for the multitude of available slots.
THETA CHI
The. fraternity recently picked its slate of officers to include
Barney Deasy, president; Alan Malyoii, vice president, Ed Button,
secretary; Dave Hoye, pledge truirslial, Mike Collits. corresponding
secretary; Turn Vole, tire marshal; Fred Gruber, public relations;
Maurice Jourdatie, lAream Girl chairman: Robert F. Garret. rush
chairman: Dirk Eastman, parliamentarian: Terry I tyekraati, spurts
etueirman and Fred Golden. IFC represematiie.
Tom Vol? is now serving as frestte..th class representative to
the student council.
KAPPA ALP1111 "I VIA
Kathy Van Leeuv.rn of Kappa
Itieta danced away with
the Theta Chi Dream Girl title at tic’ In-eorn Girl formal last Saturday night. Giving her stiff competition in the final decision were
Elaine Armstrong, Sandy Dooley, Gretchen Haug and Judy Porter.
Hard at work for the campus business organization. Society
for the Advancement of Management, are sue McKay and Gale
Grosskoph. Kappa Alpha Theta members who are currently serving
the treasurer alai secretary positions, respectively.
Last Wednesday, Dr. Wiliam C. Steele, professor of geography,
was guest speaker at the Kappa Alpha Theta -Sigma Nu cultural
exchange.
Mrs. Dorothy Paterson, district president of the sorority,
recently was a guest for several days at the 5,15 chapter house.
PHI SIGMA KAPPA
The’ fraternity bestowed the title "Girl of the Month" upon
Claudia floodale of Sigma Kappa. The esteemed coed received with
her title the fraternity’s gifts of a lavelier, a Phi Sigma Kappa
sweatshirt and a box of beautiful roses.
ALPHA PHI
Relit Mathisen and Bobbie Anderson are the chosen house rep.
resentatives for the Pi Kappa Alpha Dream Girl contest.
Not to go unmentioned are Sue Davies tend Margie Borsch, who
are representing Alpha Phi in the upcoming Sigma Phi Epsilon
Queen of Hearts contest.
Alpha Phi and Delta Gamma wit] again have their yearly
German "Oompah" dance on April 6. San Jose’s Hawaiian Gardens
will be the site for the German oriented festivities.
AROUND THE DORMS
Dormitory residents will dance through the swing semester
in their various future exchanges. Tomorrow night, from 6:30 to
8:30, Royce and Allen halls are having one of the many planned
exchanges. "April Enchantment" is the chosen title of Moulder
hail’s spring formal on April 7 at the Hilton Inn. Mood music for
the occasion will be played by The Sentimentals.
A public open house at Moulder hall will be held Sunday from
2 to 6 p.m. Refreshments will be served to the visitors.
PINNING%
Entering the social scene in still another way are the many
pinned couples on campus.
Entering the "pinned" category are:
Maureen Devlin, Alpha Phi sophomore psychology major from
Glendale, to Barney Sofro. Alpha Tau Omega sophomore business
administration major also from Glendale.
Karen Randall, Sigma Kappa senior elementary education
major from Alameda, to Jim Raymond. Lambda Chi Alpha junior
recreation major from San Leandro.
Patte Bell, senior business education major from Seattle. Wash.,
to John Pelton, a graduate student at thetTniversity of Washington.
Beth Hopler, junior Phi Mu music major from Menlo Park,
Allan Stitt, junior Phi Mil Alpha music major from San Jose..

Opera Announces Plans
For 40th Anniversary
The San Francisco Opera anSAN FRANCISCO I UPI I
nounced plans yesterday fur its 40th anniversary season this fall.
The season will open in San Francisco on Sept. 14 and will
continue for six weeks in the War Memorial Opera House. The
opera will then move to Los Angeles for performances from Oct.
27 to Nov. 18. During its stay in Los Angeles, the opera will give
three performances in San Diego.
A highlight of the season will
be the first San Francisco Opera performance of Stravinsky’s
"The Rake’s Progress." There
will be a new production of Verdi’s "Don Carlo," as well as revivals of "The Daughter of the
- Soprano
I.ONDON I
Regiment ." "Falst aft." "Faust,"
Joan Sutherland said yesterday
and "Cavalleria Rusticana."
a
painful
she has suffered from
Other operas will be "Boback ailment for three years but
hemp," "Wozzeck," "Carmen,"
she denied newspaper reports
"Rosenkavalier"
"Trovatore,"
that it would force her retire"Don Giovanni.’"’Pagliacci,"
ment.
and "Otello." In addition. "La
Tosea" will be performed in Los
The 34tyear-old
Angeles only.
diva issited a statement in reMaking debuts with the San
sponse to reports in two British
Francisco Opera in 1962 will he
newspapers that she was cripCzech mezzo soprano Sona Cerplied with arthritis of the spine
tiena and English basso Michael
arid may never sing a full opera
Lawton. "In addition, Viennese
again.
soprano Wilma Lipp will make
her first operatic appearance in
The Evening News and Evethe United States. Singing for
ning Standard quoted her manager, Walter Price, as saying
the first time smith the San
Francisco Opera will be the
Miss Sutherland "has a disc
Spanish soprano. Victoria de
completely worn away at the
bottom of the spine and is in
Los Angeles, and Swedish mezzo
the
Ker,ii Meyer.

Joan Sutherland
Denies Retirement

SAVE
On Your Cleaning & Laundry Cost
SHIRTSWashed and Pressed
PANTSWashed and Pressed
200

23c
40c

Discount to Students on
Dry Cleaning

SKIRTS. PANTS, SWEATERSDRY CLEANED, ONLY 15c
ISame price as Coin -Op I

WONDER CLEANERS
12th and Santa Clara

CY 5-8763

MP’
4-SPAKT

%WY
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SJS, Kansas, Indian Meet
Rematch of 1960 Squeake
Coach Bud Winter’s San Jose, Dotson picked up three points
State track and field team won’t by finishing second in 4:09.5 to
get a breather after last week- Stanford’s great Ernie Cunliffe
end’s big meet %%Oh California and. The Kansan has since improved ta
, the point where he placed second
powerful Oregon at Berkeley.
The Spa rtans tangle with Iin 4:02.9 to Dyrol Burleson, Ott’ Kansas and Stanford, a pair of
potent teams. Saturday at Stanford in a triangular and double
dual meet Field esents get underway at I :lb p.m. with the running events following at 2.
Saturday’s meet ii iii he it rematch for the three teams. They
connwted against one another
April 9. 19611 in a tremendous
elash that man Kansas edge SJS
for first by as single point.
Kansas taill!ed 5$ points, San
Jolt* 57 and Stanford 47.
The Spartans held a 57-53 lead
over the Jayhawkers going into
. the last esent of the afternoon,
the mile relay. All SJS needed
. Was a second in that event to win
the meet. Five points was given
for first, three for second and
none for third..
as
But Kansas’ fine relay team of
Gordon Davis, Bobby Tague,
,e Charlie Tidwell and Cliff Cushman
clocked a sizzling 3:11.6 to win
and the Indians nipped San Jose
for second place. Stanford was
clocked in 3:13 and SJS in 3:13.6.
On a dual meet basis Kansas
defeated the Spartans 68-63 and
SJS out -pointed Stanford 71-00.
Of the athletes that scored
paints for Kansas in that 1960
meet, only miler Bill Dotson will
see action Saturday. All the others
--- 1 JEFF FISHBACK posted the
best time of his career when
he posted a 9:03.2 two-mile
time while finishing third in the
Oregon - SJS - California meet
last Saturday. Keith Foreman of
Oregon posted a 9:01.7 to win
the race.

Frosh Nine Baffles
Broncos Tonight
In Washington Park

Moore, a ho has as hest of 25-1
In the broad j
i. captured a
fourth in the 1960 meet in 23,4. Klier, a top middle distance
man. Waal a member of the victorious Stanford mile relay
team.

Willie Williams grabbed a pair
of thirds in the triangular, finishing behind State’s Bobby
Poynter and Karucan Billy Tidwell (in that order) in both the
100 and 220. Williams, who has
bests of 9.4, 21.0 and 46.0 (in the
440), was tinted in 9.7 and 21.4.

ABL Playoff Bid

JOAN 1-IENtzy

The Houston Cults hate good
baseball men in the front office
hut not too many on the field.
Houston is going mainly with
young ballplayers in key positions
with a few veterans to give them
support.
Two telerans will fight for
first base. Norm I.arker (.270)
Wass runner-uo for the National
League batting title two years
ago with a .323 aerage. If he
can (011ie hack to his old form,
the Colts won’t hate to worry

NEW!
INSTANT

_.,

Spartans ’competing in th,week’s meet who scored point,
two years ago are Vance Barn"
Willie Williams, Jim Elemons and
Tom Harrison.
Barnes tied teammate Errol
Williams for first in the high
Barnes.
lump with a leap of 6-6
who cleared 6-10 that year, has
one 6-8 this season,

-0054t&tgg.
PANCAKES
& WAFFLES
(

NOW -- NO REASON
TO SKIP BREAKFAST--

-401,-.

It’s Instant with
E-Z LIQUID PANCAKE
& WAFFLE BATTER!
NO

A refreshing new idea and so
delightfully tasty. Just shake
and pour. Makes up to thirty
scrumptious buttermilk pancakes.

MESS

NO FUSS
NO

WASTE

Ask For If
At Your Grocer’s

NOTHING TO
ADD

TOC;Ci

UNUSUAL
OPPORTUNITY
FOR RIGHT MAN

= I. Substantial starting salary with frequent increases
based on merit.
Liberal bonuses based on ability and initiative.
Automobile furnished, expenses paid.
Free hospitalization and surgical benefits for your
entire family.
5. Free life and accident insurance policies.
=6. Excellent retirement plan.
7. Thorough training program both in the field and plant
while receiving full salary and expenses.
7. 8. Unusual opportunity for advancement to man with
capacity for leadership.
If you can meet the following qualifications and are interested in a career and not just a job, write to us giving
complete information regarding education and experience.
A confidential interview will be arranged.
:.-.-..I. Age over 22.
2. Deg. preferred in business administration or the sciences. Min. 3 years college.
3. Highly motivated.
=4. Successful sales experience preferred.
The men selected for these positions will call on top flight
physicians. hospitals and druggists.
Send replies to
Vernon R. Ruffen, 360 Town & Country Village.
Son Jose 28, California

111111m..

Newman Nites No. I edged
,
Lambda Delta Sigma. 55.54.
day night to gain a berth
in
independent playoffs which the
wind
up tomorrow.
A 24 point effort by Jon
Wind.
mg overcame 22 aid
21 pant
tacks by John Neiman and al.
Dale
Pilgram, its the Sites.
and
wound up the season with LLA
den.
tical four win two loss
record, I
Despite the excitement
of
independent playoff5. tholitthts the’
in
Intramurals Director Ban
Unruh,
office rest on softlaill officials
and
badminton and volleyball
tome.
rnents.
Unruh urged all those
intereste:
In officiating intramural softh
games to come in immediaten
the intramtirals Office and
Volleyball and badminton
tries are due Friday for the
upcoming tournaments. The
indepen.
dent volleyball tourney Will
he
held Monday, Tuesday
and
Wednesday, while fraternity team
will square off April 6 and 7.
The badminton tournament will
run from April 6 through 12, omitting April 8.

about first.
Backing Larker up is ex -Detroit
and Cincinnati utility man Dick
Gernert 1.3021.
Joey Amalfitano (.255), the exGiant, is an adequate second baseman but is not a consistent hitter.
The only insurance the Colts have
at second is rookie Aaron Pointer
1.402 with Salisbury).
Third beer finds Bob Aspromonte (.2411 who eouldn’t make
It with Los Angeles. Maybe
playing regularly he nill hit his
stride. J. C. Ilartntan (.259 with
Houston of the American assn.)
Is the only replacement available.
Shortstop will be handled by exBoston Red Sox regular Bon Bud din (.2631, Bob Lillis (.213) wW be
a utility infielder.
The outfield finds an assortment
of second rate major leaguers and
a few minor leaguers.
Manager
Harry Craft Can
take his pick from these players: Ron Davis (.225 with Jacksonville), Al Heist (.255), Roman afejleas (278 uith Cottonstails), Ed Olivarea (.278 with
( harleaton), Jim Pendleton (.304
with Jersey City), Al Spangler
(.268). Don Tautest& (287) and
Johnny Weekly (.2117 with Victoria).
Hal Smith (.2231 will head the
catching staff. If he can return to
his 1960 season form when he hit
.295 he will give the Colts a strong
,taff.
Backing Smith up are Merritt
(.347 with Louisville) and
Jim Campbell (.261 with Houston
of the American assn.).
The Colts have what most
teams would like to have-good
relief pitching. They don’t have
any starters to go with them,
however, so the relkvers will
probably see a lot of action.

Intramural
Standings
Fraternity League

W
Phi Sigma Kappa
10
Delta Upsilon
9
Theta Chi
9
Sigma Chi .
. 8
Pi Kappa Alpha
7
Delta Sigma Phi
. 7
Theta Xi ...
. 6
Sigma Phi Epsilon
4
Sigma Nu .
4
Alpha Tau Omega
Lambda Chi Altai ,
Sigma P’ .
Bobby Shantz 13.34 ERA) and Sigma Alpha
, Dick Farrell (8-7) are, or at least ‘ dropped from Ira.
were, two of the top relievers in I" suspended
the league. Whether they are over
Final Independent Standing
the hill or not only the season
A league
can show.
W
Houston hopes for a comeback
Beachcombers
from Dick Drott (1-4) who had
15-11 record in his rookie season Gridtrotters
11957) hut has never won more Sheiks
Gorgon Body tin:Ilene,.
than one game since 1958.
Other pitchers who may he- AROTC No. 1
come starters are Ken Johnson Gimlets
AFROTC No I
(6-2) and Jim Golden ( I-1).
The total wins of the Colts’
11 leamm
pitchers in the majors last year Ventura Rejects
A
equals 28.
Rumrunners .
Other winners for the Colts include: Al Cicotte (2-6), Hal Woodeshick (4-3), Bob Tiefenauer 1102 with Charleston) and Dean
Stone 12-8 with Charleslonl.
The Colts will go with rookie
pitcher Dace Christi (9-7 overall
In the minors) who Is highly
though of by the management.
Overall the Colts are sadly in ,
need of a shortstop, third baseman, three outfielders, and a less
pitchers.
PREDICTION: Tenth place. I
NEXT: The New York Mets and
Phil:0.10a Philliett.
i

PHARMACEUTICAL
SALESMAN

Openings available at once due to
expansion program.
INTERNATIONALLY FAMOUS
PHARMACEUTICAL MANUFACTURER
OFFERS THE FOLLOWING TO
QUALIFIED INDIVIDUALS:

Newman Nites
Gain C League
Playoff Berth

MAJOR [FAUIE PREVIEW

rLOS ANGELES ilJP1)-- A Um
sersity of Southern California pr.,
eon’s American mile record hokler, lessor said Monday Washingtoi,
in last year’s National Collegiate state would become the first addition to the Athletic Association
Championships.
of Western Universities.
saturday
competing
Indians
Dr. Arthur R. Kooker, faculty
a hi) scored points in the earlier
triangular :ire Art Batchelder, athletic representative to the
Don Bell, John Northway, Dan AAVVU, said ,the school may join
the league at a spring meeting
Moore and Rich Klier.
in June.
Batchelder flung the javelin
"Washington state has raised
223-5 to place second to Kansas’
superlative Bill Alley. Batchelder entrance requirements to where
achieved his all-time best of 241- they are comparable to the Uni5). in the March 10 Stanford versity of Washington and is eli
gible for membership now,"
Relays.
Northway took third in the two Kooker said.
mile in 9:36.7 behind Charlie,
Clark, SJS’ school record holder
In the event, and Jayhawker Billy,
Mills. He has since improved to a
best of 9:16.

Flemons took a second in the
440 in 48.8 behind Kansan Cliff
Cushman, Flemons, primarily a
-se State
dash man and hurdler, has best,.
baIi ’,quad travels to Santa Clara
of 9.6 in the century and 23.3 ,
fur a 7 p.m. ;tame with the Bronco’
the 220 lows.
frosh at Washington park.
Harrison picked up a fourth it
Last ’wanton Coach Dick Garithe 120-yard high hurdles in 151
baldi’s Bronco fried’ had an impressive 17-2 record, the best , SAN ERAS. 1:-I.CO (UPI) The He has a best on the event
ever by a Santa Clara froith San Francisco Saints will open 14.6.
crew.
the American Basketball League
Garibaldi has added some topl playoffs tomorrow against the
high school stars to build another Pittsburgh Rena at Pittsburgh, it
top freshman team again this was disclosed Monday.
year.
The league finally announced its
P i teller Nelson Braes from tangled playoff scheme to find
Chico high school struck out 31 someone to take on Kansas (Ths
men in a 14-inning game last year. I which proved itself the league
AM added are outfielder Jim power team by taking both halves
James from Willow Glen high of ABL play.
school and pitcher Leo Ruth jr., Hawaii meets New York in the
from Bellarmine.
other half of the Pittsburgh twin
The Spartababes have coati - hill. The Rena-Saints winner takes
piled an impressive record thus on Cleveland at Cleveland Friday
far this season.
while the Chief:Tapers victor is
Pitchers Base Lucas who struck I at Chicago.
out 13 men in a seven inning game
The two survivors play off Satearlier this season and Bob Gill - urday in Kansas City and that
ham who pitched a no-hitter winner meets the Steers in a best
against Campiell high school lead of five series starting Sunday on
the SJS crew.
the Steers court.

Saints To Begin

AAWU To Accept
Washington State
League Rep Says

saints

Al Western Electric we play a vital role in
lielpieg meet the complex needs of America’s
.iist communications networks. And a career
at Western Elmira.. the manufacturing arm of
the nation-wide Bell Telephone System, offers
young men the exciting opportunity to help us
meet these important needs.
Today. Western Electric equipment reduces
threisands of miles to fractions of seconds. Even
so. we know that our present communications
systems will be inadequate tomorrow; and we
are seeking ways to keep lip with -and anticipate- the future. For instance, right now
Western Electric engineers are working on
sarious phases of solar cell manufacture,
miniaturization, data transmission, futuristic
telephones, electronic ceetral offices, and
computer-controlled production lines-to name
just a few
To perfect the work now in progress and
launch many ISCW eommunicatirms products,
projects, procedures, and processes not yet in
the mind of man - we need quality-minded

engineers. If you feel that you ran meet our
standards, conetider the opportliiiitie% offered
by working with our company. In a few short
years, you will be Vl’estern Electric.
Challenging

opportunities exist now at W
Metric for electrical, mechanical, industrial, and chemical engineers, as well as physical silence, liberal arts,
end business majors. All qualified applicants will receive careful ronsidrotion for rensploynsrit without
regard to rate, creed, calor or national origin. For mom
information about Western Electric, write College Relations, W
Electric Company, Room 6206, 222
B roadway, New York 38, New York. And be sure to
arrange for a Western Electric interview when our
college representatives visit your campus.

Wegtern Electric
NAN.

Se0 6111. %v.,

?

f0

mei Ill,

Principal manufacturing locations at Chicago,
Kearny, N. I Baltimore, Md Indtanapolls Ind Allentown and tauroldete, Pa
Walston Salem. N
N V. North Andover, Mass, Omaha, Neb.; Kansas City, Mu, Columbus, 0610; Oklahoma City, Okle
iscineerlo A
it Center. Princeton, N i teletype COrpOratION, Buda tI,, and Oat" Rock Ark Alga Western Electric WWI.
Sullen centers In 33 Moto and Installahon headquarters In IS 01105. General headquarters l95 Broadway, New York 2, I. V.

a

C league

Newman Sites No I
Lambda Delta Sigma
Heavers
6,ers
Mouldies Oldies I

stmended
dropped

for

Our future is in the hands of men not yet hired

I.

A.A.
Independents
Oden
Red Hoard .
Allen Hailers

ENGINEERS
ELECTRICAL
STATE

L
1
1
I
3
3
4
4
7
7

CO \ STRI’CTIO
PRO( RAMS
DESIGN
ELECTRICAL
FEATURES

Architectural projects:
Office Buildinry,
Hospitals
Colleges
Institutions

Hydraulic structures:
Pumping Plants
Power Plants
will be
Representatives of Engineering Personnel Services
engion campus to interview senior students in electrical
neering on MARCH 29.
Contact your placement office for interview
arrangements

6 0,
1
424
2 4
2 4
1
3

Nites
ague Ex -Spartans Prime
lerth For Alum Grid Game
sir

4-54. Mein.
berth in the
which wind

y Jon Wind.
21 Point a%
in and Do
S. and Llis
With id,fl.
s record.
nent of the
thoughts in
Dan Unruh’e
officials and
hail tournai
it

intenie;
mai
nedri:
and
!minion
Its’ the up
’he indepen.
(..V sill h
uesdaY an.
inlay teen
and 7,
nament ni.
oh 12, oniii

ral
gs

SPARTAN RENTAL
SERVICE
CY 7-8877

Live Near School

10
9

Here it a rare combination of oldr
home charm on the outside and a completely new remodeled interior, 30 foot
living room, lush wall to wall carpeting.
all electric kitchen with built.ins, 2 new
baths. 3 bedrooms upstairs, master bedroom or family room downstairs. Very
tasteful decor throughout. Ideal location, near college, for a professor and
his family $24,550,

1
1

KMETOV1C AND BELL
Realtors
Ray or night

call CT 7-9344

itliflhl II,

4
4
.3
2
0

Vs’egman has been timed in
2:04.1 in the 200 backstroke which
would have placed him fourth
the NCAA meet last year. His 56.1
time in the 100 backstroke would
also have
him In fourth place

put

In the 100 freestyle, Dave
Corbet’s 50.1 clocking would
have placed hues sixth he hist
year’s niect.
Whitten holds the school rec-

2

r.

go

4P4-1

1

.iaturday night arid will return to
San Francisco at 8:30 p.m. Sunday

FOREMOST
Athlete of the Week
Ummm, it’s

Ben Tucker
FOREMOST salutes trackster Ben
Tucker for his fine performance Saturday,

at Berkeley.

He set a

new

S.J.S. varsity record in the mile with
a

time of 4:08.7

but was able to

place only third in that event. Keep

up the

good work, Ben.

Delicious ...
FOREMOST
Ice Cream

reshman Golfers Top
Foothill Junior Colege
l
Led by John Bruegger, Harry
Taylor and Don Calandri, the
freshman golf team slammed its
way to its third win in four starts
Monday, scoring a 141S-1/2 triumph over Foothill junior college
at Almaden country club.
Bruegger, Taylor and Calandri
tied for medalist honors for the
day,. picking up 77s.

consistent in
turning
in fine
rounds for the frosh. Taylor shot
a 66 in the team’s match with
Cal. Bruegger shot a 73 against
Menlo, in cold, windy and rainy
conditions. The score was just one
over par.
"Bruegger and Taylor should
help us on the varsity next
Vroom assured.

year,"

The frosh made it three in a
row with the victory, adding it to
wins over Monterey Peninsula college at Pebble Beach and the
California frosh at Claremont
country club in Oakland. The team
won the matches by 19-8 and 21-6
BAI.TIAJORE (UPI) The recscores, respectively.
ord nominations to the Preakness
The freshman dropped their
If John Lotz, Bill Aragona and
stakes totaled 176 in 1956.
only decision this year to Menlo company remain as blazing hot as
junior college, 17
they have been over the past two
weeks, the Spartan golf team has
Coach Jerry Vrexim described
the Menlo team as "one of the a good chance; ’if putting two more
wins under its’ belt tomorrow and
strongest junkie. college teams in
Friday.
the state." It is undefeated.
The local squad lakes on the
Bruegger arid Taylor have been
University of Pacific and Sacramento state college at Stockton
tomorrow, then returns to enFOR A
counter the University of Santa
STUDY
Clara at the Almaden country
BREAK
idol) Friday. Both matches are
BOWL!
scheduled for I p.m.
Lotz recently added two brand
new trophies to his quickly growing collection, when he grabbed
the Alameda Commuter’s tournament. and Blossom Festival championships in two successive weekends.
But these two men are not the
only members who have kept the
club on the winning road. Grant
Hornbeak 469 against Call, Steve
Brown (72 against USE), and
New
Mike Tenzer and Gene Mirancta,
174s against Cal and USF, respecCY
4-2810
tively), will also be going for the
At Newsstands & Bookstores
Spartans in their triangular Illshe with UOP and Sacramento
CORONA - UNDERWOOD - ROYAL - REMINGTON
a ate tomorrow.

SJS Golfers Hot;
Face Sacto State,
Pacific Tomorrow

A Preakness Record

5
6

The first eent that the
team is entered in soul be rote
off 0111
1111. 2101-% 3r11 letittur

LYNN PETERSON finishes his anchor relay lap with a 47.7 split
to nip Oregon’s Sig Ohlemann who ran a 48.0. The SJS mile
relay team ran a 3:14.8 to beat Oregon’s 3:15.1, Don Guyer
(51.4 Willie Williams (473) and Pete Petrinovich (48.4) complete
the SJS team.

’Supervisor

V,

DATLY-5

at, lit, 11,0 tti,,i ..:10)l.at’’-.aslIls oh l,s, Ii mill ’start Iwo’, Isola,
siroke. fie tails been timed in
al 12:150 pm.
1:06.5 areal ’2:27.5 in these events.
The medley reluy trials will 1*
Ifird has been timed at 57.0 in run Saturday at 1 p.m, with the
the 100-yard butterfly and at finals at 8 p
’2 11 2 in the ’201
The team vvill end the ettees

The team leaves San Francisco International airport today at X:15 p.m. for Iflibrago
from where they will embark
on the 1104 Magee of their Journey to the Ohio state campus at
Columbus.

$140.00 and up
a month

TEACHERS

2
0
0

San Jose State will send a medley relay team of Bob Wegman.
Phil Whitten, DaMs Corbet and
Dird that has the fast,
time west of the Missiii
year. It has been clocked

$200.00 and up

gut

4
4

fOul I hid iie!
ed
te y skeinl
in a butterfly race to win a place
on the four-man swim team Coach
Tom O’Neill will take east to’
Columbus for the NCAA championships starting tomorrow.

Fall Semester

Among the records Gallegos
holds are: longest pass play, most
pass attempts in a season, most
completions in a season, most
completions in one game and most
touchdown passes in one game.
...Tickets for the game and for
the pre-game activities can be
purchased in the student affairs
business office, TH16. Prices are
$1.50 for general admission and
50 cents for students and children
under 12.
Three former Spartan football
coaches will coach the alumni.
Bob Bronzart, Tiny Hartranft and,
Bill Hubbard.
Brorrran, now the SJS athletic
director, coached the Spartans
from 1950-1956. His teams won
32, lost 30 and tied five.
Hartranft coached the Spartans
for one year, 1942. That year the
team wort seven and lost two
while scoring 183 points.
Hubbard, who retired as athletic
director in 1960, became head
coach in 1946. In the next four
years his teams won 36, lost 11
and tied one game. Hubbard is
of officials for
now
the WCAC.
-

IRPARTA

SJS Relay Team Leaves Today
For Swim Championships in Ohio

points pi: i ii.a. lii
-1 alumni football game
State’s history will be fourth place in the till-time NFL
,a San Jose’
Spartan sta- points scored list.
oyist im April 7 at
time is 3:30 pm.
Recently Wiihtiti was named to
dium. Kickoff
with pm-garia. activities at 2:30 the all-time San Francisco 49er
team by the Northern California
P.m.
affamg the former Spartans Sportswriters and Sportscasters
assn.
that nave accepted invitations to
Tom Louderback, middle [hieplay in the game is all-time San
great Billy Wilson. bswker for the Oakland Raiders,
rffIlleisor 49er
Is another former Spartan re%Alison ranks second In the
turning for the game.
National Football league In pass
Louder back played defensively
;stating with 407 passes caught.
in the NFL for almost exclusively while In college
lit’ ranks fourth
crpasses
and in pro ball. Ile asked to be
yank gelsits1 f
allowed to play offensive center
eche&
In the game.
\
Ile has played pro football with
\ )
1:(
jfl
the Cleveland Browns, Philadelphia Eagles and the Raiders.
CI
Gallegos, last year’s MS
gitarterback, will also play for
or lc- 1.4ow as
the at
I. De Isolds more alltime 5.15 football records than
Approved
any other player. His career
peak uas last fall ss hen he was
nanted %sinner of the Pop %VarUnapproved
ner Award for the
St valuable college senior 011 the, Piedfit’ Coast.

485 5o 9th

8
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Men
On The Go

SUMMER JOBS

wear

How to get yours!

Campus Integration . . .
Military Deferments ...
Burnett ... Ribicoff
Saroyan.
Brubeck

6

News .. Books .. Records ..
Careers ... Fashions ... and

mar?.

rr,en."111,11,1r

CAMPUS

ILLUSTRATED
National Magazine for
The
ALL College Students

PALM BOWL
1523 W. San Carlos

1
lpeevrttelo

$18

Est. 1900

Look betterare better!

Ex-Track Coach
Reported Better

TYPEWRITERS RENTED
SPECIAL STUDENT RENTAL
RATE FOR 3 MONTHS
$10.00 rental applies to purchase price
of any machine if you decide to buy.
-EASY PAYMENT PLAN -

LDS ANGELES 11.2111
Dean
Cromwell, retired track coach at
the University of Southern California, was reported yesterday
morning to be "in satisfactory
CYpress 3-6383
condition and resting well" following a heart attack suffered
dThursday.
mean - yheosa Itladl

SAN JOSE TYPEWRITER CO.
24 S. SECOND ST.

Free Parking
DRESSY
WESTERN JEANS
It’s America’s top jeans styling --the
long lean LEVI’S look -tailored in
America’s top sportswear fabrics!
Double -stitched pockets, seams and
Yoke, copper rivets at all strain points,
tour choice of
sportswear color,!Come in and try on 8 pair --

popular

B

Irea

I’SIRLOIN STEAK

?

lave

Only

195

pecia

ast

Potatoes

2 Eggs
476

I

South
10th

IStreet

Toast

1.29

Jelly & Butter

I,rmer Olympics coach was making satisfactory progress for his
age.
I

6:30 a.m.

I

to
6:00 p.m.

I

Closed
Wednesday

I

"Good Home Cooking!"
241 S. 1st

CY 2-4014

Op,n Thursday Mites
’tit 9

K & G Kitchen

? me owl maw

You’ll like the way they
Wear and Wash

I ptteCsinliafrcrn::idLutthhee

am amo me mil Imo WI

Big Auto
!swam Savings Announced
Women end married non over

net
71 575 less $13 dividend, or
ofof 12U: (based on currant I? 1,0
tent dividend). Single men under
nil
24: 525Z less MI dividend, or
810/2000 Bodily 1Wiury Liability; WOO
Properly Damara. and MOO Medical
eayrnnts. Othm COVOrataill. at corn.
Parable savings. Payments can be
made once, Wee or lour times
year Call or write for full informelon to George M. Campbell,
, Sunnyvale
ma Maple A
/agent 1.1741 (day a nits).

FARAH
OP

TEXAS

slacks are tailored in Thins
and other Casual Models

$4.98 to $7.98 at better stores

evorywhere

FARAH MANUFACTURING CO., INC., IL IIIASO, TEXAS

G-’41P %RYAN DAILY
ednesday Mareh 28. 19621

ouncil To Investigate
Childs Will Lecture Conflicting
Ideologies

SJS Aids Handicapped
In Speech, Hearing

Marquis Childs, noted Washing- i

ton politicalcolumnist and author,

Whether the facts of conflicting
will speak Monday at 8 p.m. in ideologies, including communism,
could successfully be taught in pubMorris Dailey auditorium.
Childs’ talk, "Washington Call- lic schools will be investigated this
ing," sponsored by the college lec- weekend by the Social Studies
ture committee, will be open to the council of northern California at
a three-day conference at Asilomar
on the Monterey peninsula.
Dr. Jack Sutherland, professor
Before laundering cardigan
of secondary education at SJS, and
sweaters, baste the buttoneholes
together. These stitches keep the president of the northern Califor-

hers will also attempt to organize
the newly-formed state-wide Social Studies council at the weekend
meeting.
The long-debated subject of including classroom instruction about
the facts of communism will receive thorough attention by the
social studies teachers from elementary school through university
level.
OTHER IDEOLOGIF.51
nia group, said conference membuttonholes from stretching.
Not limited merely to communist
ideology, Dr. Sutherland said other
ideologies, including totalitarianFIRST IMMANUEL
ism and democracy, will be disLUTHERAN CHURCH
cussed.
374 South Third Street
"The conference will attempt to
assist educators in handling diffiLENTEN SERVICES
cult and often controversial porEach Wednesday, 6.45 & 8 00 p.m.
tions of social studies programs involving the facts of conflicting
Meditations on:
ideologies," Dr. Sutherland exTHE SEVEN WORDS OF CHRIST
plained.
FROM THE CROSS
Issues involving the radical right
STICK
By The Rev. A. J. Brommer
and radical left of teaching the
I facts of communism will receive
SFFD
Tonight:
special treatment by guest speak.
The fourth word: "My God, My
I ers Norman Thomas and Karl
God, why has Thou forsaken me?"
Prussion.
’LEFT, RIGHT’
Worship the Savior who has
Thomas, former Socialist candi1199 5& FIRST STREET
redeemed you!
date for president of the United
CY 2-7587
States, will discuss "The Left and
Right in America Today."
Prussion. writer-lecturer and for
26 years a member of the corn-A RESPONSE TO HUMAN HOLLOWNESS’
munist party for the FR!, will
speak on the topic, "The Comrnuwhich
hes
"hollowness"
This begins a new series on responses to the
nist Threat Is from Within."
been examined in man, culture, and the church.
Other speakers will include Merill Hartshorn, executive secretary
Hi:: national council for the social
Time:
!tidies, who will discuss "GuideWednesday nite: 7:30 p.m.
Ales for Teaching About CommuSpeaker:

other speech areas by
actually lake
The work of the center
is turted
ity
in
of
reoher;
rooms, free field seating equipment,
which involves the use
of a loud
speaker, and the student
clinical
worker. There are now
about 12S
students taking the muses
The center, under the direction
in the speech and hearing offered
area._
of Dr. Ward Rasmus, professor of
speech. is located in the Speech
and Drama building. Since it was
litakirIVIS
officially started 10 years ago, over
600 patients have been offered
ig ,,,,,,,
help.
Thirteen is, generally considered
an unlucky number. But not in the
case of more than 100 school -age
children who are being helped with
a speech or hearing difficulty in
the 13 rooms that comprise the
San Jose State Speech and Heating center.

SAVE

’54
’58
’60
’60
’61

VW . . $699
VW. . $1199
SPRITE . $999
Monza $1899
IMP. . $2999

EARL WILLIAMS
MOTORS

Mr. Mark Rutledge
Place:
CAMPUS CHRISTIAN CENTER, 300 South Tenth
Sponsored by: UNITED CAMPUS CHRISTIAN MINISTRY, CV 80204
(Presbyterian, Congregational, Disciples)

...e......--e- -.4-- -"-sioposasocer -/AND COLLEGIATE CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
ITRI-C
on campus

LECTURE SERIES
-Dynamics of Christian Love"
The speaker at this week’s lecture series will be Dr
William Pick+horn, a psychologist from Stanford
University. Dr. Pickthorn is now working on his doc
torahs in philosophy and is the founder of the
Christian Center of Palo Alto, a new concept in
church -community relationships.
Dr. William Piclithor
Thursday the 29th
11:30 g 12:30
COLLEGE CHAPEL

CLASSIFIEDS

TO PLACE AN AD:
Call at Student Affairs OfficeRoom 16, Tower Hall, or
Send in Handy Order Blank
with Check or Money Order.
No Phone Orders
FOR SALE

Boy to share fur,
1.47, 543
Summer rates now on new apt. house. 2
& 3 bedrooms. One Mgr.. 426 Sc. 6th.
Apt, #7 CV 4-0662 or CV 7.9344.
WANTED
Wanted: I or 2 men tc share new modntn apt. CV 2-6933.
Girls: Two roommates needed immediate.
, Near school. POD, AN 9.5769 eve:
Male grad, student needs
0e am Se. CV 7.783y

"

4

’57 Olds 2-dr. htp., P&.-1
teeriro
-. $995.

7,

TR-3. late ’58, $1200. R&t-t
Cner! AL 2.2437,
For sale:
$ ’5 or bns3

Poloroid

0054

.0

Plymouth 48 4-dr. sedan. Good hie
wy $95. EL 6.3017.
boo.. R ,os

44,

-3- Job Interviews

dren, according to Professor Hal-

hearing service, and Prof. Raphael
Haller, coordinator of clinical serv-

Corsages for
All OCC [15,0n$

, :1!
1:1;1:
’’.:4:6.1’4
14,

ices. The patients are usually chilCV 2.0462

10th & Santa Clam

ler, but the clinic has had some

older people seek help.
Job Interviews
Internees will be held in the Placement office, Adm234, unless specified
In addition to helping people
otherwise. Appointment lists are put out in advance of the interview. Students
are requested to sign up early.
with speech and hearing problems,

Spartaguide

NO111111

interview majors in mechanical, the center trains students for work
civil, and chemical engineering, in public school correction and
aeronautics, industrial technicians
and chemistry majors.
Litton Industries inc will interview majors in electrical mgineerSTUDENT CLOTHING UNION
inc.
Long Reach City schools (Las
121 So. 4th Street
Angeles county) will interview
prospective elementary Schooli
teachers.

VAUGHN’S

Graduate Studies
To Be Discussed
Students ;Alio are interested in
pursuing graduate study either
next year or in the future at the
University of California are invited to attend a meeting with
Dean Robert A. Cockrell, of the
graduate division at Berkeley in
room Lih630 at 3 p.m. tomorrow.
This is the fourth in the series
co-sponsored by the college placement service and the graduate
studies division of SJS. The series
is planned to bring to this campus
authorities who can give information about graduate study and research at their respective institutions.
Students who plan to attend this
meeting are asked to sign up in
Adm234 today or tomorrow, before
1 pni

Wanted: Male student
TRANSPORTATION

"An interest in student
activities can pay you
dividends later on!"

sc. speaker Edwin McDowell,
ial writer for Arizona Republic, on "The Conscience of a Conservative," Morris Dailey auditorium, 3:30 p.m.
Roger Williams forum, speaker
Dr. Jay McCullough on "Buddhism," Roger Williams co-op, 156
S. 10th St., 12:30 p.m.
AIIISE-IRE, meeting, E103, 2:30
p.m.
Aloha Eta Sigma, meeting, cafe.
7 :;r; pm.

The smart student shops at Vaughn’s
where they save 35% discount on a
large selection of quality natural shoulder clothing.

2 -Ply All -Wool Worsted Slacks.
22.95 . . Discount Price 14.91
2.Ply Worsted Flannel Slacks.
1995.
. Discount Price 12.94
Dacron and Wool Slacks.
16.95 . . Discount Price

11.02

Dacron and Cotton Slacks
12.95
. . Discount Price

8.41

We honor
BankAmericards
First National Cards
Open Till 9 P.M Thursday
Evenings

You ought to
come in and scr
our big
selection of
both hot & cold
running
paperbacks.

ROBERTS
BOOK STORE

125 SOUTH FOURTH ST
C (7.3611
SAN JOSE

George A. Fuller Company
"Extracurricular activities never really interested me..,
architecture and construction always did. It’s a paradox,
though, because as it turned out student activities gave me
a big jump on my career in construction.
"Studies educated me. But college activities provided
the confidence I needed to approach the business world.
Looking back, it was these activities that really gave me

large groups now.
"True, today’s heavy college curriculum doesn’t allow
much time for activities. There wasn’t much tin for them
in my day either. I burned a lot of midnight oil on architectural studies, but difficult as they were I still found
time for student activities -I’m mighty happy that I did.
"If you have time during the rest of your years in school
pay
to take an interest in activities -do it! It’s certain to
big dividends in an inspiring future in the business Di
your choice."

5c

MISCELLANEOUS

BURGERS*

Hey fellas-o,,,
SERVICES

Getting Married? Need A Prof,.
FFictogrepkier? Sr. is cireoved to
Opulent Olds, vintage 1950 (good year, sensational doe; up to June 3. to hor
for :ers). 6 sophisticated cyiinders. 100 finance colieqe expanses. 7 yrs. exp.,
paitry bucks. CH 8.1847.
er’ng about 600 weddings. Best ti.o
for arm,. is aft. 9:00 p.m. Mn" ’1953 Chevrolet sports coupe, R&H. new Thurs. This
is on a firstcorne bas
tires we !en, int, end mt. Call EL 6CV 3.1713.
3796.
Typing-Theses. Term papers, Reports
Stingerland white pearl drums, - /mien!, etc. CV 3 0208.
hardware & ases $250 CI 5 5462
- PERSONALS
Aluminum sliding windows Mr,A 144
new,. sell for ton or hest offer
Superfluous hair rerno
porrnerien, ,
MreA wirwlows $60 new tan or best of Nrintelle P 1. 210 So. 1st. CV 4.4409
ten. Phone CL 9 0404 efter 4 30.
HELP WANTED
RENTALS
Wonted for Day Camp, June 25 t
Modern studio apartment $80. CV B. Aug. 3: 1 Swimming instructor,
irlOrUCtOr. I Boys counsellor end
1588. 617 So. 9th.
counsellor. Cell 356-6116 between
Bey to share furs. room, ( P r rens fare
2 boys part time work. Me, if.,,..
$35. 555 Sc. 6th,
or eV. Phone CV 7 5473 5 p.m. to 6 p.n.
.
254
Nice furnished rooms
for appointment. Ask for Mr Powers.
17+6 ‘01-nolf
LOST AND PORNO
Fern. Apts. fee men, Intoo
r
f act reduced
636 0- AO,. Lost: Ilk. Myra’s, S keys. R....stri 57
10th Street. CV 2 1506.
CY 18864.

F. Dailey, Asst. to the President

knowledge of people, administration. leadership.
"Working for the college newspaper. fun magazine. and
engineering bulletin taught me writing - a gift I use today
in the promotion and getting of new business. Student
Council brought the chance to work with other men --a
daily occurrence now. Penn’s theatrical group and engineering shows helped me relax in front of an audience
then - and help me find my voice when I’m talking to

my first

..11111111111101111111111111101111111111111111-

"See the U.S.A. in a Fo,0

292

’55 Be? Air sport coupe. P&H. ott ,ond.
$725. CV 8.4944
600--Stewert.

Francis Brooks, coordinator of the

The u.s. Geological survey will
interview majors in civil engineering for their topographic division.
The California State Personnel
board
interview majors in
electrical engineering.
The Insu ranee Company of
North America will interview majors in business or liberal arts for
positions as underwriters, special
agents, claims adjusters and safety
engineers.
The Douglas Aircraft co., Inc.,
will interview majors in aeronau: tics, chemistry, civil, general, mechanical, chemical and metallur1rgical engineering,
physics and
mathematics.
Campbell High School district
(Santa Clara county) will interTODAY
Newman club, initiation of new view teacher candidates for posimembers, St. Patrick’s church tions as high school teachers.
Redondo Reach Elementary disNinth and Santa Clara St., 7 p.m.
Sophomore class, planning for , trict ILos Angeles county) will inprospective
elementary
picnic for orphans, S164, 3:30 p.m.. terview
h rs.
Spanish club, panel discussion on schoolt
experiences abroad, International
FRIDAY
Student center, 285. S. Market,
The Douglas Aircraft co., Inc.,
7:30 p.m.
interview majors in aeronautSociety for Advancement of
ics, chemistry, civil, general, meManagement, meeting, Garden
chanical, chemical and metallurgiCity Hofbrau. 6:30 p.m.
cal engineer ing, physics and matheExtramural sports, badminton,
matics.
WG23. 4:30; synchronized swimMary’s will interview students,
ming, Women’s pool, 7 p.m.
any majors, for an executive trainPistol team, meeting, 220 N.
ing program.
Second, 2:30-4:30 p.m.
The United Technology corp. will
Wesley totuidation, Lenten meditation. St. Paul’s church, 10th and
San Salvador sts., 5 p.m.
SAC, election of officers and re,rganization discussion, Markham
hall, 7:30 p.m.
Inited Campus Christian fellowship, speaker Dr. Edwin Good,
Stanford university, Christian Center, 300 S. 111th st., 7 p.m.
Allen Hall, speaker, Rev. Fred
H. Gere on "Ls There a Scientific
Approach to Christ?" Allen hall,
’.15 p.m.
Gibson
TomoRROW

ii a

’61 Studebaker. Gd. mech. cond.
CV 5.1261.

HELPING-Sharon Dahlke, student speech and hearing clinic
worker, helps a tiny patient in the clinic, located in the Speech
and Drama building. The center has been offering aid for 10
years and has had over 600 patients.

Flower
Shop ,

Career Cues:

Dr. Pickthorn will be talking on the "Dynamics of
Christian Love." God loves because He is love,
and He has manifested this love to rational man
in the person of Christ.

CLASSIFIED RATES:
25c a line first insertion
20c a line succeeding insertions
2 line minimum

The patients are under the supervision of Dr. Rasmus, Prof.

Buy

One Delicious

24c E

7iviteettiler

Burger and Get a
Second One for Sc
"111
A 48c Value for only

29c

.77
=

TODAY ONLY E

, HOLIDAY

."411111111111111111161**11111M1.303.13‘.3tril.,.iii.

Gibson Dailey started with the George
Fuller Company, the largest
construction firm in the country. right
after college. Today he is assistant
to the president. Gib started smoking
Camels while still on the campus of
the University of Pennsylvania. Ile’s
tmen a Camel smoker ever ince.

E
Smoking more now but enjoying it less?.. .change to Camel!

Fast Serv Foods
ferrets Irani new library’
Fr:

4th and San Fernando

7ill111111111111111111111111111111111111111111F.:

Have a real cigarette-Camel
THE BEST TOBACCO MAKES THE BEST SMOKE

